AbstractÐThis paper presents a probabilistic performance analysis of a deadlock detection algorithm in distributed systems. Although there has been extensive study on deadlock detection algorithms in distributed systems, little attention has been paid to the study of the performance of these algorithms. Most work on performance study has been achieved through simulation but not through an analytic model. Min [14] , to the best of our knowledge, made the sole attempt to evaluate the performance of distributed deadlock detection algorithms analytically. Being different from Min's [14], our analytic approach takes the time-dependent behavior of each process into consideration rather than simply taking the mean-value estimation. Furthermore, the relation among the times when deadlocked processes become blocked is studied, which enhances the accuracy of the analysis. We measure performance metrics such as duration of deadlock, the number of algorithm invocations, and the mean waiting time of a blocked process. It is shown that the analytic estimates are nearly consistent with simulation results.
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INTRODUCTION
I N a distributed system if a process needs a resource on another site for its computation, it sends a message to the site through a communication network to request access to the resource. If the resource is available, it will be granted to the requesting process; otherwise, the requesting process may need to wait until the resource is acquired. In this environment, a deadlock may occur in which processes involved in the deadlock are waiting indefinitely in a circular fashion until a special action is taken. The dependency relationship among processes with regard to resources in a distributed system is often represented by a directed graph, known as the wait-for graph (WFG) [20] , where each node represents a process and an arc is originated from a process waiting for a resource to a process holding the resource. This paper focuses on a system model in which a process can be executing only when it is granted all the resources that it has requested. In this model, a deadlock corresponds to a cycle in the WFG and, thus, the two terms are used interchangeably in this paper.
Various algorithms for detecting deadlocks in distributed systems have been developed [20] . In distributed deadlock detection algorithms, each site may independently initiate the algorithm for waiting processes in the site if the presence of deadlock is suspected. A most common way of detecting deadlocks in these algorithms is by using a short message called probe [3] , [16] , [18] , [21] . The initiator of the algorithm generates a probe to be passed along the WFG edges and declares a deadlock when the probe comes back to itself. A major drawback of these algorithms using probes is that they detect only those deadlocks to which the initiator belongs, even though the probes may be delivered along all the edges in the WFG resulting in e probes, where e represents the number of edges in the WFG. If the initiator does not belong to a cycle, its probes are of no use in detecting the cycle. Due to independent invocations of the distributed deadlock detection algorithm, the total number of probes traversed along the edges can be ne in the worst case to detect a deadlock where n represents the number of nodes in the WFG.
The distributed deadlock detection algorithms using probes can be classified into history-based and historyindependent algorithms. As the term indicates, history-based algorithms store the generated probes in order to use them in subsequent executions. This is an intent to reduce the number of generated probes without transmitting them repetitively over the same paths of the WFG for each execution of the algorithm [9] , [18] . However, the stored probes must be up-to-date, which cause unignorable overhead as shown in the simulation results reported in [11] . This overhead is due to additional message transmission to report the WFG changes. Moreover, these algorithms rely on intuitive arguments in maintaining the consistency of stored probes by enumerating all possible cases of resource requesting and releasing events to occur in the system. This might result in incorrect deadlock detection as discussed in [7] , [18] . The overhead of maintaining the history of algorithm executions is eliminated in history-independent algorithms. In these types of algorithms [1] , [3] , [10] , [11] , each execution of the algorithm is irrespective of another. Whenever a process suspects the existence of a deadlock, it initiates the algorithm and generates a probe to send the probe to its successors. After some time period, the process may reinitiate the algorithm regardless of the previous algorithm execution if its requests for the resources are still ungranted.
Choudhary [6] presents simulation results comparing Sinha and Natarajan's algorithm [21] and the algorithm, called ªLIST algorithm,º which keeps appending process identifiers onto probes to detect deadlocks. The selected performance measures are the number of deadlock detection messages and computation overhead of deadlock detection. He has found that the two algorithms perform similarly in a lightly-loaded situation and that LIST algorithm outperforms Sinha and Natarajan's algorithm in a heavily-loaded situation. This performance difference might be mainly caused by the difference between the initiation conditions of the two algorithms rather than by the properties of the algorithms. The LIST algorithm is invoked only when there is a potential deadlock among the sites in the system; a waiting process invokes the algorithm only when it has been waited by some other process. This restrictive initiation condition results in much fewer messages generated in the system. However, his study neglects the fact that Sinha and Natarajan's algorithm uses a fixed size message, whereas the other algorithm uses messages of variable size. In a heavily-loaded system, the sizes of messages used by the two algorithms may differ significantly, which needs to be considered for more accurate evaluation.
Bukhres [2] compared two distributed deadlock detection algorithms from different categories; one from centralized and the other from distributed. In the centralized scheme, one site is designated to perform deadlock detection activity by collecting the relevant information from all the other sites [5] . His simulation studies show that the centralized scheme performs a little better than the distributed scheme under a lightly-loaded condition, whereas under a heavily-loaded condition the opposite results are obtained. One possible drawback of his study is that the selected distributed scheme is one of the oldfashioned path-pushing algorithms [12] , [16] in which a WFG is maintained at each site and passed along to the other sites for deadlock detection. The recent method of using probes for deadlock detection is not simulated.
To the best of our knowledge, Min [14] made the sole attempt to evaluate the performance of distributed deadlock detection algorithms analytically in distributed database systems. His study compares two distributed algorithms: Obermarck's path-pushing algorithm [15] and Chandy et al.'s algorithm [3] which uses probes. He estimated several parameters measuring the workload and performance of the two algorithms. In this paper, we discuss major differences between his and our analytic methods.
In [11] , Lee and Kim presented a distributed deadlock detection algorithm that resolves deadlocks by building a distributed search tree through the propagation of probes. The algorithm declares deadlocks upon encountering back edges in the tree. Consequently, the algorithm is able to resolve not only those cycles to which the initiator of the algorithm belongs but those for which the initiator is waiting outside, i.e., the initiator that is not in a cycle has a path in the WFG to one or more processes in the cycle. This is noteworthy since most other algorithms detect only those cycles in which the initiator is involved, with time and message cost of execution comparable to that of the algorithm in [11] . However, this algorithm does not mention the resolution of a deadlock which should be considered with the same importance as deadlock detection.
This paper presents a probabilistic performance analysis of a distributed algorithm for deadlock detection. The algorithm is formally specified where a deadlock resolution scheme is incorporated into the algorithm in [11] . Our analytic method overcomes some limitations of Min's [14] : It takes the time-dependent behavior of each process into consideration rather than simply taking the mean-value estimation; furthermore, the relation among the times when deadlocked processes become blocked is studied, which enhances the accuracy of the analysis. It is shown that our analytic estimates are nearly consistent with the simulation results in several performance metrics such as the duration of deadlock, the number of algorithm invocations, and the mean waiting time of a process.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: A formal description of the algorithm is provided in the Section 2. In Section 3, the performance of the algorithm is evaluated analytically. The analytic performance results are validated and compared with the performance of other algorithms through simulation. Section 4 concludes this paper.
ALGORITHM
Assumptions
It is assumed that a process is able to communicate with any other in our network. A process can be in one of the two states at any instant: blocked and active. When a process issues a request to access a resource, it switches from the active to the blocked state. We assume that the process returns to active state and, thus, continues its computation only when it receives a grant to every resource request it has made.
A blocked process is recognized in the WFG as a node that has at least one outgoing edge to another node. Each outgoing edge models the fact that the process made a resource request and is waiting for the resource. The edge disappears when the resource is granted to the process. It is assumed that no process makes requests for resources held by itself. That is, no self-loop exists in the WFG. An active process has no outgoing edge in the WFG. Note that the WFG may change dynamically according to the behavior of processes on resources. If there is an edge from nodes p to q in the WFG, denoted by pY q, q is called a successor of p. If one or more edges are on a path from p to q, then q is said to be reachable from p. The terms process and node are used interchangeably throughout this paper.
For ease of discussion, we classify blocked processes in the system into two types: deadlocked and simply blocked processes. Those processes which belong to a cycle in the WFG are called deadlocked. A simply blocked process is one that is waiting for one or more resources but does not belong to any cycle in the WFG. In particular, those simply blocked processes which have a directed path to a cycle in the WFG are said to be transitively waiting for the deadlock. That is, a process transitively waiting for a deadlock does not belong to any cycle in the WFG, but it will be blocked forever unless the deadlock is resolved.
Algorithm Description
The distributed deadlock detection algorithms discussed in this section suggest the use of time-out as a way to reducing the overhead of algorithm execution. If a deadlock is found by the algorithm, it is resolved by aborting one of the deadlocked processes. Since more than one process might be timed out at approximately the same time, there can be several independent algorithm executions in the system at an instant. Hence, a node may be involved in more than one algorithm execution at a time. To distinguish among these executions, each execution of the algorithm is associated with a unique identifier, which comprises the initiator identifier plus local time at the site of the initiator. Such an identifier is carried by each probe generated by the algorithm.
Chandy et al. [3] developed a distributed deadlock detection algorithm which is one of the representative algorithms using probes for the detection of deadlock. Its basic idea is that the initiator of the algorithm propagates probes along the edges of the WFG and declares a deadlock upon receiving its own probe back. In order to send only one probe along an edge per execution, each node in the WFG maintains a data structure recording whether it has sent out probes to its successors for the execution. A probe is sent along an edge only if the edge has not delivered the probe originated from the same initiator yet. As in most other schemes using probes, Chandy et al.'s algorithm has a drawback that a deadlock is detected only by one of the deadlocked nodes upon initiating the algorithm. This leads to the waste of probes which are generated by the processes transitively waiting for the deadlock.
Our proposed algorithm overcomes such a disadvantage. The algorithm declares deadlocks upon finding back edges in a distributed search tree constructed by the propagation of probes. The tree is built as follows: The initiator of the algorithm which becomes the root of a tree, sends out probes, called ASK, to all of its successors at once. If a node receives the probe for the first time, it becomes a child of the sender of the probe. The probe is then further propagated until it reaches an executing node or a tree node that has already received a probe.
In order to identify back edges in the tree, the algorithm developed the notion of path string which is a combination of bits. Each tree node is assigned a unique path string to represent the level of the node in the tree and distinguish one branch from another in the tree. Consequently, path strings make it possible to identify not only back edges but the other types of edges such as cross and forward edges. The ASK probe carries the candidate victim identifier which has the lowest priority among those nodes visited. If the candidate victim is inside the detected deadlock cycle, it will receive an abort message. However, when a node finds a deadlock upon receiving a probe, the carried lowest priority process may not be inside the deadlock. An example would be the case when the initiator is transitively waiting for the deadlock and has the lowest priority among those which delivered the probe. If the lowest priority process is waiting outside a deadlock, its abortion would not resolve the deadlock. In our algorithm, the process which detects a deadlock does not know from the information carried by the ASK whether the carried lowest priority process is inside the cycle. In order to find that out, the deadlock detection message ASK carries the path string of the lowest priority process along with its identifier. Since the path string implies the level of node in the tree, the node detecting a deadlock, i.e., back edge, can find out whether it is a descendant or ancestor of the lowest priority process carried by the probe, by comparing its own path string with that of the lowest priority process. The lowest priority process is inside the cycle if it is a descendant of the process that has detected the cycle. Otherwise, the algorithm needs to find out the lowest priority process among the deadlocked processes. For this purpose, the process which detected the cycle sends a probe named SEARCH to the successor in the cycle. The SEARCH is passed by all the processes in the cycle while carrying the lowest priority process among them.
A notable advantage of our algorithm is that not only a deadlocked node but a node which is transitively waiting for a deadlock detects the deadlock provided that a back edge is formed among the deadlocked nodes in the constructed tree. .ASK(su pstr, pstr j , lowest id, lowest pstr, j): Sent by j carrying its path string pstr j and the desired path string su pstr for the receiver of the message. The lowest id is the process identifier with path string lowest pstr that has the lowest priority among nodes on the path through which the ASK has been traversed. .SEARCH(longest pstr, lowest id, j): The lowest id is the process identifier with the lowest priority on the path through which the SEARCH has been traversed. The longest pstr is the longest path string among those processes in the detected cycle. j indicates the sender of the message. When node i initiates the algorithm : pstr i X !; pro proing(iY pstr i );
When node i receives an ASK(su pstr, pstr j , lowest id, lowest pstrY j):
if i has released the resource requested by j then discard the probe; else if fther i H and i is not the initiator then begin aÃ a tree edge is found Ãa fther i := j; pstr i := su pstr; if there is a successor then begin if i has lower priority than lowest id then proc_probing(iY pstr i ); else proc_probing(lowest idY lowest pstr); end if end else else if pstr i is a prefix of pstr j then begin aÃ a deadlock is found Ãa if pstr i is a prefix of lowest pstr then a Ã lowest id is inside the cycle. Ãa send an abort message to lowest id; elsea Ã lowest id is outside the cycle. Ãa send SEARCH(pstr j Y iY i) to k where su pstr i k is a prefix of pstr j ; end else
When node i receives a SEARCH(longest pstr, lowest id, j):
if i has lower priority than lowest id then lowest id X i; if pstr i longest pstr then a Ã searched all processes in the detected cycle. Ãa send an abort message to lowest id; else send SEARCH(longest pstrY lowest idY i)
to k, where su pstr i k is a prefix of longest pstr; procedure proc_probing(lowest idY lowest pstr) n := number of successors; if n I then su pstr := pstr i jj`0'; else su pstr := pstr i jjdlog P ne number of 0's); for each successor k begin su pstr i k X su pstr; send ASK(su pstrY pstr i Y lowest idY lowest pstrY i) to k; su pstr := addition of su pstr and 1 leftpadding with j su pstr j ÀI number of 0's; end for end procedure 3 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Description of the Model
In our model, messages arrive at the destination in the order in which they are sent without any loss or duplication. It takes m time to transmit a message from one site to another and no time for message transmission within a site. The performance index of our interest is deadlock duration which is the elapsed time until a deadlock is detected after it is formed. Since it is assumed to take zero time for communication within a site, deadlock duration is only dependent upon intersite communication of deadlock detection messages. Hence, for simplicity, we assume that it takes m time to deliver a deadlock detection message from a node to another.
Each resource is associated with an exclusive lock. There are v exclusive locks in the system each of which cannot be shared by more than one process. A process behaves as follows: Upon entering the system, a process spends pre time before making (called process size) lock requests. When a process requests locks, it requests locks residing at either the local or remote site. It requests local locks with some predefined probability l . A request for a lock is processed by the lock manager to determine if the lock can be granted. If the requested lock has already been held by some other process, then the lock manager sends a reject message to the requesting process and inserts the requesting process into the waiting list for the lock. A reject message carries the identifier of the process which is currently holding the resource. Upon receiving the reject message, the process inserts the process identifier (the current holder of the lock) carried by the reject message into the successor list. The process remains blocked until all the requested locks are granted.
If the requested lock is available, the lock manager records the requesting process identifier as the holder of the lock and sends a grant message to the requesting process. Upon receiving a grant message for each of the locks requested, a process continues execution for exe time for each lock acquired. At the end of execution, the process terminates and releases all the acquired locks upon its departure from the system. Termination of a process immediately brings a new process into the system at the same site. Hence, there is always a fixed number x of processes in all sites of the system. When a lock is released, the lock manager follows a predefined policy to select one process in the waiting list of the lock as a new holder of the lock. The lock manager informs all the other processes in the waiting list of the new holder through a message carrying the previous and current holders of the lock. Upon receiving this message, a process modifies its successor list in a way that it removes the previous holder from the list and inserts the current holder into the list.
A deadlock detection algorithm is executed at a site upon receiving a message used by the algorithm from other sites or upon initiation of the algorithm. If a deadlock is found by the algorithm, a proper victim process is selected to resolve the deadlock. The victim is required to release all the acquired locks upon abortion and restarts its execution. Upon restarting, it requests the same resources it requested originally. Under this model, we concentrate on site-to-site message delivery incurred by the algorithm for deadlock detection.
Derivation of the Performance Measures
A distributed deadlock detection algorithm should detect deadlocks as soon as possible to increase the throughput of the system. Hence, one of the concerned performance indices is deadlock duration, i.e., the elapsed time until a deadlock is detected after it is formed. A distributed deadlock detection algorithm has the property that it can be started and executed by several sites simultaneously, which may degrade the system performance by generating too many messages. Hence, we also concentrate on another measure, the expected number of algorithm initiations throughout the system.
Deadlock Duration
The model for estimating deadlock duration is as follows: Consider a snapshot of a wait-for graph with x nodes, where x f nodes are blocked and the rest are active. Among x f nodes, x nodes are simply blocked and the rest belong to a deadlock cycle of x d length. The estimation of these parameters is obtained in Appendix B.
invoke the algorithm at t i y , due to the lock requests made at t i which have been ungranted for y time period. Further, assume that t I`tP`F F F`t xf without loss of generality. Then:
where i dur denotes the mean deadlock duration by the algorithm and i durjtk indicates the mean deadlock duration when a deadlock is formed at
Proof. When a resource request is made, a deadlock can be formed at that time if at least x d À I requests have already been made. In other words, it is equally likely that a deadlock occurs at
Using the same notations and assumptions as in Theorem 1, the following theorem states the estimated value of i durjt k . Theorem 2. Let dur i jt k for i IY F F F Y k be the deadlock duration resulting from the algorithm execution initiated by n i when a deadlock occurs at t k . Furthermore, let detet i jt k denote the probability that the algorithm initiated by n i detects the deadlock formed at t k . Let hur I Y hur P Y F F F Y hur k indicate the sorted sequence of i dur i jt k in increasing order and
There is a possibility that a process which is transitively waiting for a deadlock also detects the deadlock according to the algorithm. Hence, duration of the deadlock is determined not only by the deadlock detection activities of the deadlocked processes but by those of the processes transitively waiting for the deadlock. In other words, deadlock duration is determined by the times when blocked processes invoke the algorithm and by the probability that the algorithm execution succeeds in detecting the deadlock. A deadlocked initiator will surely detect a deadlock unless the deadlock is resolved earlier. However, an initiator which is transitively waiting for a deadlock may not succeed in detecting the deadlock according to the algorithm. Deadlock duration is determined by the first algorithm execution that has been successful in detecting the deadlock. To list some of the possible cases when the initiator may not be able to detect a deadlock, the first is when the initiator has no directed path to the deadlock. Another case may be that the algorithm execution completes before the deadlock occurs in the system. Besides these two obvious cases, should a back edge not be formed in the tree as a result of algorithm execution, the deadlock will not be detected. Hence, estimation of deadlock duration requires the calculation of probability that the execution of the algorithm detects the deadlock. Fig. 1 illustrates the idea of estimating deadlock duration given the timing sequence of blocked lock requests. Each process n i invokes the algorithm upon waiting for y time on the blocked request. Blocked processes initiate the algorithm at t s i t i y due to their lock requests at t i . exe i indicate the corresponding algorithm execution time until the deadlock is detected. Notice that in the figure, exeI is longer than exeP or exek . This is because n I is assumed to be transitively waiting for the deadlock and n P and n k deadlocked; it takes additional time for a probe generated by the initiator which is transitively waiting for the deadlock to reach any deadlocked node. Even though n I starts the algorithm before n P , n P detects the deadlock earlier. Accordingly, as shown in the figure, durPjtk is shorter than durIjtk . The figure shows that earlier initiation of the algorithm does not guarantee faster deadlock detection. It is not difficult to see that the duration of deadlock is determined by the earliest deadlock detection time. If the deadlock duration turns out to be dur I jt k , then this implies that the earlier execution of the algorithm initiated by n P fails to detect the deadlock and that the initiation by n I is able to detect it. This means that the probability of deadlock duration being durIjtk is I À detetPjtk detetIjtk X From the above discussion, it is inferred that the values of dur i jt k need to be sorted in increasing order to derive the mean deadlock duration. Note that the algorithm initiated by n k is sure to detect the deadlock unless the deadlock is resolved earlier since n k is the last blocked one among deadlocked processes. Hence, in order to derive the mean deadlock duration, only the n i for i k is considered.
t u Now, the estimation of i durijtk and detetijtk remains. The following lemma aids in achieving this purpose. Lemma 1. Let t i denote the time when n i makes resource requests. For any process n i and n j in a deadlock of x d nodes,
Proof. Suppose that t i`tj without loss of generality and that t j À t i b x d À I m . Let the deadlock be composed of p q P nodes and that many edges as follows:
n j 3 n jI 3 Á Á Á 3 n jq 3 n i 3 n iI 3 Á Á Á 3 n ip 3 n j Y where pY q ! H, x d p q P, and n x 3 n y represents that node n y is a successor of n x in the WFG. Note that t j t ip m , since otherwise the resource request made by process n j would reach the site of the resource later than that made by process n ip and, thus, process n j could not acquire the resource. Similarly, t xI t x m for any process n x and its successor n xI in the cycle. Therefore, it is inferred that t j t ip m t ipÀI P m t ipÀP Q m t iI p m t i p I m X Then, from the assumption,
The estimation of i dur i jt k is made in two cases; when n i is simply blocked and when it is deadlocked. The latter case is considered in the theorem below.
Theorem 3. Assume that n i , i k, be deadlocked and t i its resource request time. Further, assume that n i be the jth blocked among the deadlocked processes for I j x d . Then, the mean deadlock duration by n i when the deadlock occurs at
Proof. Note that i durijtk it fi À t k , where t fi represents the time when the cycle is detected by the algorithm initiated by n i . Since n i is deadlocked, time taken to detect the deadlock is simply the time taken for its probe to circulate the cycle entirely. Hence, t fi t i y x d Á m . It follows that
From Lemma 1, the mean maximum difference between the first and last blocking event time which occurred on deadlocked processes is regarded as
. Hence, there is m P mean time difference between any two consecutive blocking events which occurred on deadlocked processes. If the node blocked at t i is the first blocked among the deadlocked nodes, it k À t i xdÀIm P
. If the node is second blocked among the deadlocked processes, it k À t i
for deadlocked process n i which is the jth blocked among the deadlocked processes.
t u
Now that deadlock duration by deadlocked initiators are derived above, we estimate deadlock duration when the initiators are simply blocked. Let us consider blocking times t i in our previously defined sequence that are associated with simply blocked processes only. Let this subsequence be denoted as t indicates the time when the first blocking event occurred on a simply blocked process. Note that there are at most k À x d such events until the deadlock is formed at t k . For continuity of indices, the deadlock occurrence time t k is renamed t H , where k À x d I. Hence, the sequence of concern now becomes t
Let n j represent the process blocked at t H j . Consider the range of t H with respect to t H j . A deadlock may be detected even if it occurs after the algorithm initiated. For example, imagine the following scenario: In a wait-for graph, three nodes , , and , and two directed edges, from to , and to exist. Let us assume that starts the algorithm. The probe is transmitted to and then to . However, right before the probe is transmitted to from , node begins to wait for . Now, when receives the probe from , it propagates the probe to . In this scenario, the deadlock which is formed after the algorithm initiation is detected by a simply blocked node . If begins to wait for instead of , becomes a deadlocked node, which is out of our concern at this moment since we are considering deadlock duration by simply blocked initiators only. Hence, one needs to check whether the initiator remains simply blocked during algorithm execution. Also, one needs to consider the probability of a new edge to be created while the algorithm is executed. In other words, all deadlocks that might be created before the completion of algorithm execution need to be taken into consideration. We approximate the estimation by considering the deadlock existing between the algorithm initiation time and the time of resource request, i.e., t H j`t H `t H j y . This decision of approximation is based on the following two observations: First, in reality, m is negligibly small and so would be the algorithm execution time; second, even if a deadlock occurs at the time between the algorithm initiation and completion, the edge in the deadlock cycle may be formed after the probe is transmitted along the edge, in which case the deadlock cannot be detected by the current algorithm execution, and calculating such probabilities would not be well compensated for accuracy. From the above discussion and assumptions, the mean deadlock duration by a simply blocked initiator is derived as specified in the following theorem:
Theorem 4. Assume that the interoccurrence times of the events t H j , j IY PY F F F Y , are mutually independent and each of them is exponentially distributed with parameter !. Then, the mean deadlock duration by a simply blocked process n j given that t
v represents the mean shortest path length from n j to the deadlock, and the mean process response time is the period from the time the process enters the system to the time it terminates.
Proof. Deadlock duration by n j is it f j À t H , where t f j represents the time when the cycle is detected by the algorithm initiated by n j . Since n j is currently waiting outside the deadlock, it is assumed that it takes m Á v time for the probe to reach any deadlocked node. Therefore, the deadlock detection time by n j is approximated as
From the assumption, it follows that t H À t H j has a À jEstge Erlang distribution with parameter ! [22] . The density of random variable which has an rEstge Erlang distribution with parameter ! is given by f Yr x For the estimation of !, a similar method, as in [14] , is adopted. During the time when a process resides in the system, there occurs a blocking event on simply blocked processes for every , where u refers to the number of blocking events which occurred on simply blocked processes + 1. Here, one is added to the denominator to include the event of deadlock occurrence. In our assumed model, a process requests all locks at the beginning of its execution, and once it is granted all the requested locks, it resumes the computation and requests no more locks until it terminates. In other words, a process does not iterate the blocked and active states but can be in a blocked state at most once during its lifetime. Hence, during the mean process response time, only one blocking event occurs for each simply blocked process. Thus, .t u
The derivation of v is provided in Appendix B. The mean process response time in the above theorem is derived in the next section. So far, we have discussed the deadlock duration i dur i jt k which is determined by the process blocked at t i upon initiation of the algorithm, given that the deadlock is formed at t k . We now discuss the probability detet i jt k that the algorithm initiated by the process succeeds in detecting the deadlock. If the process blocked at t i belongs to the deadlock, then we assume that it initiates the algorithm after the deadlock is formed. Thus, the deadlock is surely detected by such algorithm execution unless it is resolved earlier. This assumption is justified by Lemma 1 since there is a small difference between the blocking times of deadlocked processes and x d À I m``y provided that x d is not large. In fact, the study on the length of deadlock shows that the length is two or three in most cases [14] . Hence, it is assumed that detet i jt k I for a deadlocked process that is blocked at t i . Now, we discuss detetijtk for a simply blocked process. In order for the deadlock to be detected, the following two conditions are assumed to be satisfied:
1. The deadlock occurs before the algorithm initiation time. 2. There exists a directed path from the simply blocked initiator to the deadlock and a back edge must be built among the deadlocked processes in the tree constructed by the algorithm. The first condition results from the previous discussion. It was assumed in Theorem 4 that the interoccurrence time, t H À t H j of blocking events, has a À jEstge Erlang distribution with paramter !. Hence, the probability of the first condition being satisfied can be calculated without difficulty [22] . Let the probability for the second condition above be denoted by su . Then, for a simply blocked process, detetijtk prot H À t H j` y Á su . The second condition must be included since there may be a case when the execution of the algorithm does not form a back edge and thus cannot detect the deadlock. Now, consider su . Let be the set of deadlocked nodes where each node i in has one or more incoming paths from the initiator of the algorithm and all such paths consist of simply blocked nodes ending with i.
Theorem 5. Let k denote the probability that the algorithm execution forms a back edge in the subtree of deadlocked processes when j jb I. Then: su xd I pth IY x I À pth x d À IY x k Y where pth mY n represents the probability that a process in a set of n blocked processes has at least one path to a set of m other blocked processes.
Proof. If j j I, then all the probes from the initiator would reach the deadlock only through that deadlocked node in . This implies that the algorithm execution is guaranteed to form a back edge among the deadlocked nodes in the tree. On the other hand, if j jb I, there is a possibility that the cycle would be composed of cross and tree edges only, in which case the cycle would not be detected by the simply blocked initiator. Hence, su proj j I k . Since there are
I possibilities of selecting one node out of x d nodes in the cycle, proj j I
I Â pro (there is a path from the initiator to a deadlocked node but no path to the other deadlocked nodes). proj j I can be obtained from pth mY n. That is,
pth mY n in the above theorem is estimated in Appendix B. The following lemma gives an estimation of k to conclude the derivation of the mean deadlock duration.
Lemma 2.
Assume that a node in the cycle receives a probe from the simply blocked initiator through a shortest path from the initiator to the node. Further, assume that two distinct paths and H with length l and l H , respectively, exist from the initiator to the deadlocked nodes. Let v be the deadlocked node that has received a probe through . Let H be the shortest among the paths from the initiator to deadlocked nodes other than v. Then, k is approximated as
where v mY nY k denotes the probability that a process in a set of n blocked nodes has a shortest path of length k to a set of m other blocked nodes. ' s, a deadlock is detected by deadlocked processes only, whereas in Obermarck's algorithm, it can be detected by simply blocked processes as well. The basic idea of estimating deadlock duration is as follows: A timing sequence of blocking events which occurred on deadlocked processes is considered. It is assumed that those events take place consecutively without any intervening blocking events occurring on simply blocked processes. Moreover, it is assumed that all the processes in a cycle may initiate and detect the cycle with equal probability, regardless of the times when they are blocked. The mean deadlock duration is calculated using exponential distribution on the interoccurrence time of blocking events as in our analysis. However, in our method, the blocking events which occurred on simply blocked processes as well as those on deadlocked processes are considered. Furthermore, the relation among the times when deadlocked processes become blocked is studied, which enhances the accuracy of the analysis. In our analysis, the probability for each process detecting the deadlock is not uniform, but is estimated based on the time when the process becomes blocked. One major drawback of Min's method is that the mean deadlock duration is regarded as the mean value of deadlock detection times determined by algorithm execution initiated by deadlocked processes. However, if a deadlock is detected by an algorithm execution, the subsequent algorithm executions cannot affect the duration of the deadlock. In our method, the mean deadlock duration is determined by the fastest deadlock detection time by either a deadlocked or simply blocked process upon initiation of the algorithm.
The Number of Algorithm Initiations
As discussed earlier, a process makes requests for all of its required resources at once. It remains blocked until all the requested resources are granted. A blocked process initiates a deadlock detection algorithm if it has been waiting on a process to release a resource for y time period. Upon initiating the algorithm, it sends a probe not only to the successor for which it has been waiting for y time period, but to all the other successors. Hence, a successor may experience a probe before y . Note that it is sufficient to send only one probe to each successor of the initiator in order to find out whether the directed edge to the successor in WFG composes a deadlock. Hence, as long as the successors of the process remain unchanged throughout the lifetime, the process would invoke the algorithm only once during its lifetime if it has waited for any of its successors for y time period.
However, a successor list may be changed during the lifetime. For instance, consider a wait-for graph of three nodes p, q, and r, and two edges pY r and qY r. Assume that r releases the resource requested by both p and q to q upon termination. Then, p would wait for q to release the resource. Hence, the wait-for graph will be changed to a graph of two nodes p and q and one edge pY q. Now, if p is to wait for q for y time, it should initiate the algorithm even if it may have done so upon time-out for r. This additional invocation of the algorithm is to cover the case when the edge pY q forms a deadlock. Hence, a probe should be sent to each new successor appearing during the lifetime of the initiator, provided that the initiator has been waiting for time-out on the successor.
From the above discussion, it is observed that the number of algorithm initiations depends upon the number of new successors which the initator will have while it is blocked. The following lemma is a basis for the estimation of the mean number of algorithm initiations.
Lemma 3. Let newsu represent the probability that a process has one or more new successors on a blocked request of a resource. Moreover, let x s be the mean number of new successors that a process would have per blocked resource request, given that the process is known to have a new successor on that request. Let k denote the probability that a process has k other processes waiting for the same resource for which it is blocked. Then:
where v o denotes the total number of resources occupied by the processes in the system, v h is the number of resources that a blocked process has obtained, and v represents the mean number of resources a process is waiting for, i.e., v À v h .
Proof. Consider that a process is waiting for a resource and that there are k other processes also waiting for . Among such k I processes, one would acquire when is released and, thus, have no new successor on , another process have one new successor on the blocked request for until it acquires , yet another have two new successors on its blocked request until it obtains , and so forth, since whenever the resource is released to some process p, all the other processes waiting for the resource would have the new successor p. Hence, the mean number of new successors a process would have on a blocked resource request would be HIÁÁÁk kI kaP, provided that there are k other processes waiting for the same resource. Given that the process is known to have a new successor on a blocked resource request, the mean number of new successors it could have on the blocked request would be IÁÁÁk k kI P . Since there can be at most x f À I processes waiting for the same resource, x s is estimated as stated in the lemma. Approximation of newsu is deduced as in the lemma, since among k I processes waiting for a resource, there would be only one process that acquires the resource without having any new successor on the blocked request for the resource. Estimation of k is followed from the observation that k out of x f À I processes are blocked for the same resource among v resources for which each process is blocked. t u v o and v h are evaluated in Appendix B. With the above estimation, the number of initiations can be obtained. Let w denote the random variable representing the waiting time of a blocked process. In [14] , its distribution is thoroughly studied and is found to be exponentially distributed. Using such result, we assume that w is exponentially distributed with parameter ". Later in this section, we derive the mean waiting time of a blocked process i w .
Theorem 6. Let denote the random variable representing the interarrival time of new successors of a process. Assume that is exponentially distributed with parameter !. Also, assume that the waiting time of a blocked process, denoted as w , is exponentially distributed with parameter ". Let iYj denote the probability that a process initiates the algorithm j times when it has x s Á i new successors. Then, the number of algorithm initiations is approximated as where f represents the probability that a process becomes blocked upon requesting the resources.
Proof. A process would invoke the algorithm with probability f Á pro w b y , which is equal to f Á e À" y by the assumption. Then ,the mean number of algorithm initiations s made by a process is estimated as f pro w b y s H , where s H indicates the additional invocations due to new successors. Now, let us estimate s H . If it is known that the process would have new successors on i blocked resource requests, then the total number of new successors the process would have becomes x s Á i. Consider a sequence of arrival times, t I Y t P Y F F F Y t n , of new successors of a process. Suppose that t i À t iÀI`y , i PY F F F Y n, where n x s Á i and that the algorithm is initiated at t iÀI y due to the new successor appeared at t iÀI . Then, another algorithm would not be initiated for the new successor appeared at t i , since this successor has already received a probe generated by the algorithm invoked due to the new successor. Based on this, it is approximated as pro b y the probability that a process invokes the algorithm due to a new successor appeared at t i , i IY PY F F F Y n. Hence, iYj is estimated as in the theorem. The probability of a process having one or more new successors on i blocked resource requests would be The derivation of probability f is discussed in Appendix B. It was assumed that the random variable representing the interarrival time of new successors of a process is exponentially distributed with parameter !. We approximate the value of ! as ! i iw , where i indicates the total number of new successors a process would have and i w represents the mean waiting time of a blocked process. Note that if a process never gets blocked during its lifetime, its total execution time is approximated as pre exe Á . If it becomes blocked, it spends i w time waiting for the resources it has requested and, hence, it stays in the system for i w pre exe Á time. Hence, the mean process response time is calculated as f Á i w pre exe Á . The mean waiting time of a blocked process, i w , can be derived from two different ways of calculating the system throughput. That is,
In all the analysis above, some of the parameters like x d and x are treated as integers to derive some performance measure wx, a function of parameter x. For noninteger x, a linear interpolation is used for an approximation of wx. That is, wx wx wdxe À wxx À x.
Simulation Results
The performance results of our algorithm are compared with those of Chandy et al.'s algorithm [3] through simulation. In the simulation, each process is given a unique number as its identifier, where the larger number indicates the lower priority. In algorithm [3] , the deadlock detection message carries the lowest priority process as a candidate victim of deadlock. Table 1 lists the system parameter values used by simulation. The total number of processes x in the system varies from 10 to 30. It is assumed that it takes dlmsg time for a process to execute the deadlock detection routine corresponding to the received probe type.
Deadlock duration is plotted in Fig. 3 as a function of multiprogramming level or process size. For simulation with varying process sizes, the multiprogramming level was fixed to 20. As shown in the figure, the difference in deadlock duration between Chandy et al.'s and our algorithm generally increases as the system load becomes higher. It is observed that deadlock duration increases as process size increases. Note that our analytic estimates of deadlock duration are well-matched with the simulation results. In our algorithm, deadlock duration is primarily dependent on the percentage of deadlock detection by simply blocked initiators. If the percentage increases, it is likely that deadlock duration would decrease. Table 2 presents the percentage obtained from simulation. Fig. 4 plots the mean waiting time of a blocked process for each algorithm with varying multiprogramming levels or process sizes. Similar behaviors between the algorithms are observed. The reason for this is that the percentage of deadlocked processes turns out to be so small even in a heavy system load that faster deadlock detection by one algorithm could not result in a notable difference in overall waiting time of blocked processes. In fact, we obtained from the simulation that the ratio of deadlocked processes is from 0.01 to 0.02 at most. However, simulation of Chandy et al.'s algorithm results in a slightly longer waiting time as the system load becomes heavier. This is because it resolves deadlocks relatively slower in case of heavy system load. Therefore, the effect of difference in deadlock duration between the two algorithms on the mean waiting time increases as the system load becomes heavier. In these two experiments for the mean waiting time of a blocked process, the analytic results show excellent agreement with the simulation results.
The overhead of algorithm execution onto the system can be seen from the mean number of algorithm initiations. Fig. 5 shows the mean number of algorithm initiations by a process with varying multiprogramming levels or process sizes. The mean number of initiations of the two algorithms is shown to have little difference while Chandy et al.'s algorithm shows a slightly poorer overall performance. This behavior is mainly due to the fact that the mean waiting time of a blocked process for each algorithm is similar and that the initiation conditions of the algorithms are the same. In the figure, the number of initiations decreases when process size exceeds 13. This is due to the heavy load in the system in case of high process size. In other words, the ratio of processes obtaining the locks becomes lower with larger process sizes, which incurs less frequent changes to the successor list of a process. Since the algorithm is initiated at most once by a process unless its successor list is changed later on, it is understood that increasing process size larger than some threshold leads to relatively decreasing number of algorithm initiations per process.
CONCLUSIONS
We presented a probabilistic model for analyzing the performance of a distributed deadlock detection algorithm which overcomes several limitations of Min's [14] . In Min's analytic method, each process in deadlock is assumed to detect the deadlock with equal probability. However, in our analysis, the probability is estimated considering the time when the process becomes blocked. In our method, the mean deadlock duration is determined by the earliest deadlock detection time by blocked processes, whereas in Min's method, it is regarded as the mean of deadlock detection times determined by the deadlocked initiator processes. Simulation experiments were performed to validate our probabilistic analysis, which shows that the analytic estimates are nearly consistent with the simulation results. Another observation made from simulation study is that the deadlock detection algorithm is executed mostly when there is no deadlock present in the system, as also pointed out by [6] , which mainly interrupts the normal computation in the system resulting in degraded throughput. Another problem of the current deadlock detection algorithms using probes is attributed to the distributed nature of the algorithms. That is, the fact that each node in the wait-for graph independently initiates the algorithm causes the same deadlock to possibly be detected by multiple initiators. It is hoped that future research on distributed deadlock detection would concentrate on finding solutions to these problems. given that a deadlock occurred.
The mean number of active processes in the system. . v h : The mean number of resources a blocked process is granted upon requesting resources. . v o : The total number of resources occupied by the processes in the system. . f : The probability that a process does not acquire all the required resources upon requesting them. . v mY nY k: The probability that a process in a set of n blocked nodes has a shortest path of length k to a set of m other blocked nodes. . v : The mean shortest path length from a simply blocked process to the deadlock cycle. . pth mY n: The probability that a process in a set of n blocked processes has at least one path to a set of m other blocked processes.
APPENDIX B ESTIMATION OF PARAMETERS
There has been a significant amount of study performed in calculating the probabilities of deadlock occurrence and of the length of deadlock [13] , [19] . Hence, the estimation of x d is out of the scope of this paper. Since x x x f x x x d , in order to obtain x , we derive x as follows:
where the probability m j n represents that m processes are active when n processes are in the system. The probability is approximated as m j n nÁ xH t m j xY nY where t m j xY n is the probability that m processes are active given that n processes are in the system and x locks are occupied. The technique to find this probability is based on a similar technique used in [8] , [17] . There are two possible ways for m processes to be active given such x and n: 1. When there are m active processes out of n À I processes in the system and x À i locks are occupied, a new process obtains i locks and becomes blocked for H i À I. 2. When there are m À I active processes out of n À I processes in the system and x À locks are occupied, a new process obtains locks and becomes active. Let loks i j l be the probability that a process acquired i number of locks when l locks are held by the other processes. From the above two possible cases, we can obtain the following recursive equation: where the probability loks i denotes that a blocked process acquired i locks upon requesting all the resources. The probability is estimated as loks i xÀI xH loks i j x xY where the probability loks i j x is obtained previously and x is the probability that x locks are occupied by the other x À I processes. Let held x j n be the probability that x locks are occupied by n processes in the system. Then, x held x j x À I. held x j n can be recursively obtained as This completes the derivation of v h . Once obtaining x and v h , the remaining parameters can be derived without difficulty. Since an active process must have acquired all the locks, v o is approximated as x Á x À x Á v h . The probability f can be approximated as
To complete the derivation of su and k used in evaluating the mean deadlock duration, let us estimate the probability pth mY n by adopting the technique used in [4] , [19] . pth mY n can be obtained as the sum of two component probabilities: The first component is simply the probability of a node, say n k , in a set of n to have at least one direct edge to a set of m nodes. In case there is no such direct edge, the second component calculates the probability of the existence of a path to a set of m nodes. This probability is calculated by recursion on the length of such a path. where edge m denotes the probability that a blocked node, say n k , has at least one edge to a set of m other blocked nodes and n À IY iY edge m is the probability of choosing i nodes out of n À I nodes which have at least one direct edge to a set of m blocked nodes, i.e., From [4] , the probability v mY nY k that a process in a set of n blocked nodes has a shortest path of length k to a set of m other blocked nodes is obtained by exploiting the method for estimating pth mY n as follows: 
